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Abstract 

 

Recent developments in communication offers much improved transmission facility to world, therefore it requires a suitable 

platform to accommodate more connections in order to fullfill the needs. Existing methods suggest many ways to solve this problem 

but it is complex and has some demerits. In this work, on-orthogonal multiple access based underwater optical communication 

enables a platform to solve the demerits related to existing optical communication in which it reduces the interference between 

users and improves the transmission capacity and flexibility compared to other methods. Therefore, NOMA based UWOC offers 

a clear transmission environment to fullfill the requirements. Also, simulations are performed to study about the non-orthogonal 

multiple access.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Underwater optical communication (UWOC) provides great interest to collect information   for many applications such as military, 

tactical surveillance, monitoring etc. which requires high bandwidth and capacity. UWOC offers many advantages compared to 

traditional acoustic communication systems. The concept of Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) provides more efficient 

underwater   communication which uses the power domain to separate signals from each other. It is an additional form for multiuser 

access scheme. 

In this, high level signal at the receiver is totally isolates and cancel it out to leave only the low signal .Non-orthogonality is 

introduced either in time, frequency or code. Then as the signal is received demultiplexing is obtained as a result of the large power 

differences between the two users. To extract the signal, successive interference cancellation is used within the receiver. The 

channel gain consisting of elements including the path-loss and received signal to noise ratio difference between users is translated 

into multiplexing gains. Power sharing reduces the power allocated to each user, both users those with high channel gains benefit 

by being scheduled more frequently and by being assigned more bandwidth. Therefore, NOMA enables system capacity and 

fairness of allocation for all users. Also, it is able to support more connections.  

In this paper, Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scheme is proposed where multiple users are multiplexed in the power-

domain on the transmitter side and multi-user signal separation on the receiver side which provides efficient transmission. 

Therefore, the resource allocation problem can be solved efficiently and   more connections can be established. Also, it improves 

the transmission capacity. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the literature survey .Section 3 describes the proposed 

method and simulation results are in   section 4.Then, section 5concludes the paper. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Spectrum-Efficient and Scalable Elastic Optical Path Network 

SLICE is to address the issues of the existing scalable networks by providing spectrum efficient and scalable transport of 100 Gb/s 

services. SLICE realizes the promise of efficient transport by using OFDM flexible-rate transponders and bandwidth-variable 

WXCs. This architecture enables sub-wavelength, super-wavelength, and multiple-rate data traffic accommodations in highly 

spectrum-effective manner, as well as provides cost-effective fractional bandwidth service. 

SLICE alleviates the stranded bandwidth issue of current wavelength routed optical path networks. It provides the support of 

various data rates including the possible future ones in a highly spectrum-efficient manner. It consider as a middle-term alternative 

to the yet immature OPS technology and employs the frequency-domain approach instead of the time-domain approach to provide 

efficiency and flexibility for wavelength routed optical transport networks. Dynamic bandwidth variation of elastic optical path 

creates new business opportunities for network operators offering cost-effective and highly-available connectivity service through 
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time-dependent bandwidth sharing, energy efficient network operation, and highly survivable restoration with bandwidth 

squeezing and discussed about the benefits of SLICE and technology challenges. 

 Routing and Spectrum Allocation Method for IR and AR Requests in EONs 

Dynamic routing and spectrum allocation method to reduce spectrum fragmentation and to ensure fair reservation for IR requests 

and AR requests. This method allows only IR requests to select a route among the minimum hop routes from the source node to 

the destination node. Also, the method classifies spectrum resources into multiple prioritized areas based on the number of required 

frequency slots and limits the bandwidths that AR requests can use. Allocating spectrum resources in prioritized areas helps reduce 

spectrum fragmentations. This method consists of three main functional ideas. First, this method configures prioritized areas based 

on the required frequency slots to reduce spectrum fragmentations. Secondly, each prioritized area is divided into two sub-areas; 

one is dedicated for IR requests and the other is common for both IR requests and AR requests. IR dedicated sub-areas maintain 

the spectrum resources for IR requests even if the reservation of AR requests increases. Each spectrum division. Thirdly, this 

method allows only IR requests to select a route among all the routes with minimum hops from source to destination and AR 

requests can use only a specific route with minimum hops, which increases more spectrum resources for IR requests. This method 

is called AR-Limited. 

III. PROPOSED NON-ORTHOGONAL MULTIPLE ACCESS BASED UWOC 

Non-orthogonal multiple access based underwater optical communication is proposed for solving the resource allocation problem 

in which a base station transmits  using the same frequency to different users and the users are multiplexed in power domain. All 

the users can decode their data at the receiver based on their channel gain and power is allocated based on the channel gain. The 

basic concept of NOMA is shown in figure 1. 

Total transmission bandwidth is assumed to be 1 Hz and the base station transmits a signal for 𝑈𝐸1and 𝑈𝐸2, where  

 
and the sum of the transmit power,𝑃1 and 𝑃2is equal to P. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Basic concept of NOMA 

 

In this , 𝑥1 and  𝑥2 are superposed: 

 
Then the received signal can be represented as: 

 
Where ℎ𝑖the complex is channel coefficient between UE and the BS and 𝑤𝑖denotes additive white Gaussian noise. The power 

spectral density of 𝑤𝑖is𝑁0,𝑖.Here, any user can correctly decode the signals of other users whose decoding order comes before the 

corresponding user. Thus, 𝑈𝐸𝑖  can remove the interference between users. 
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In addition, NOMA based underwater optical communication is more efficient than other systems which reduces the interference 

and efficiently uses the spectrum .It takes the advantages of both optical communication and non-orthogonal multiple access. 

 Features of NOMA 

1) Channel gain difference 

2) Power domain multiplexing 

3) Robust performance of the system 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 

1) Problem related to SDM based elastic optical network can be solved efficiently. 

2) No need of algorithms for traffic request 

3) Proposed method can be implemented in UWOC 

4) Transmission capacity is much improved compared to existing methods. 

5) Spectrum allocation is much easier than existing methods, based on power domain. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulations are performed to illustrate the BER performance of the proposed method and obtained error rate is very less. 

 
Fig. 2: BER of 25m coastal water link 

 
Fig. 3: BER of different approximations with 𝜎𝑥=0.3 
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Fig. 4: BER of 25m coastal water link with 𝜎𝑥=0.1 

 
Fig. 5: BER of 25m coastal water link with 𝜎𝑥=0.4 

 
Fig. 6: BER of 25m coastal water link with 𝑅𝑏=0.5Gbps 
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Fig. 7: BER of 25m coastal water link with 𝑅𝑏=50Gbps 

V. CONCLUSION 

Implementations of NOMA reduces the spectrum allocation problem and the users can efficiently decodes the transmitted data and 

it can be used in underwater optical communication. This method reduces the system complexity and no need of multiple ways to 

access the spectrum, efficiently transmits the data and number of connections can be established. Also, NOMA in optical 

communication improves transmission flexibility and remove the interference. 
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